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Times change, people change and America remains the melting-pot of nations.
4th Of July 2015: A Musical Melting-pot
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USPA NEWS - 4th Of July 2015: A Musical Melting-pot

Times change, people change and America remains the melting-pot of nations. This 4th of July 2015 is no different. Thousands of
people from various walks of life came to spend quality time together while listening to the RI Philharmonic perform and see the 

4th Of July 2015: A Musical Melting-pot

Happiness can be seen in every direction at India Point Park. Families of various nationalities, couples, and gatherings of friends are
streaming into the park for tonights festivities. People are setting up chairs and blankets to have picnics, playing games with one
another and conversing while they wait for the main event to start. Preceding the main event is the Rhode Island Philharmonic led by
Francisco Noya. The Philharmonic will create an emotionally climactic build up of music that culminates in the accompanying fireworks
display.

First trickles of spectators arrive, then groups and finally crowds are jammed into India Point Park in RI. Regardless of the rain coming
down, people keep pouring into the park hoping to hear this timeless music set to begin at 7:30 PM. Capturing the intended spirit of
our national holiday, people from all over the world journeyed to see relatives and attend this joyous display of freedom. With the strike
of a single note of music, all conversation ceases and heads turn; the RI Philharmonic has begun to play. Spectators are engaged in
the sounds of their favorite instruments as several wonderful sets are played throughout the first hour. 

Then an announcement is made“¦ You can see excitement bubbling up in the eyes of spectators as the music plays on, for they know
that, in time, the fireworks will follow. The Philharmonic´s masterful performance trails off and the finale music begins. We hear the first
explosion, then the second and bright eyes open even wider as children are watching 4th of July fireworks blast off in the sky. One
after the other firework are set off filling the night sky with artful colors and forms of shining light. All is good once again.
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